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012.12.0Abstract To investigate the longitudinal motion stability of aircraft maneuvers conveniently, a
new stability analysis approach is presented in this paper. Based on describing longitudinal aerody-
namics at high angle-of-attack (a< 50) motion by polynomials, a union structure of two-order
differential equation is suggested. By means of nonlinear theory and method, analytical and global
bifurcation analyses of the polynomial differential systems are provided for the study of the nonlin-
ear phenomena of high angle-of-attack ﬂight. Applying the theories of bifurcations, many kinds of
bifurcations, such as equilibrium, Hopf, homoclinic (heteroclinic) orbit and double limit cycle bifur-
cations are discussed and the existence conditions for these bifurcations as well as formulas for cal-
culating bifurcation curves are derived. The bifurcation curves divide the parameter plane into
several regions; moreover, the complete bifurcation diagrams and phase portraits in different
regions are obtained. Finally, our conclusions are applied to analyzing the stability and bifurcations
of a practical example of a high angle-of-attack ﬂight as well as the effects of elevator deﬂection on
the asymptotic stability regions of equilibrium. The model and analytical methods presented in this
paper can be used to study the nonlinear ﬂight dynamic of longitudinal stall at high angle of attack.
ª 2013 CSAA & BUAA. Production and hosting by Elsevier Ltd.
Open access under CC BY-NC-ND license.1. Introduction
The capabilities of a high angle-of-attack ﬂight are considered
to be important indicators for the quality of a modern aircraft.
For a combat aircraft, the maneuver at high angle of attack
greatly increases the speed of the nose heading to objects
and hence provides more opportunity to attack other ﬁghter85018386.
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19planes in the war. And for a transport plane, ﬂying at high an-
gle of attack maintains air safety under the external distur-
bances like an impact of the wind shear. The complexity and
nonlinearity of aerodynamic properties at high angle of attack
a cause instability and many dangerous phenomena. For
example, quite a lot of fatal crashes in the aerobatic ﬂight at
a low altitude arise from the stall which corresponds to the
equilibrium bifurcation of longitudinal dynamic model. In
the context of these facts, the aerodynamic properties at high
angle of attack and the special phenomena such as stall, wing
rock and spin caused by high angle of attack have been the ma-
jor research topics of the ﬂight stability and safety control. In
addition, the nonlinear behavior in the high angle-of-attack
ﬂight like limit cycle oscillations, bifurcations and chaos, which
are hot spots in nonlinear dynamics, has also attracted the
interest of many researchers in aviation.1–8td. Open access under CC BY-NC-ND license.
152 Z. Shi, L. FanOver the last two or three decades, a fair amount of experi-
mental study using wind tunnel test and ﬂight test have been
undertaken to analyze and explain the nonlinear and instability
phenomena at high angle of attack.9–13 It is simple and straight-
forward to study bifurcations as well as other nonlinear prob-
lems by using the experimental approach. However, some
safety and risk factors in high angle-of-attack ﬂight may be ig-
nored because of errors of experimental data, limitations of lab-
oratory equipment, uncertainty and approximation of the
mathematical models, etc. Furthermore, we do not know clearly
how andwhen bifurcations would occur before the experiments,
therefore it is difﬁcult to describe and predict all the nonlinear
phenomena only with the experimental study. To solve these
problems, we provide in the present paper an analytical and glo-
bal analysis of the nonlinear phenomena for high angle-of-at-
tack ﬂight by using the polynomial approximation models.
2. Problem statement
The well-known equations for rigid-body aircraft motion ex-
pressed in the body-ﬁxed axes are
_u ¼ qwþ rv g sin#þ nxg
_v ¼ ruþ pwþ g cos# cosuþ nyg
_w ¼ pvþ quþ g cos# cosuþ nzg
_h ¼ u sin# v cos# sinu w cos# cosu
_# ¼ q cosu r sinu
_w ¼ ðq sinuþ r cosuÞ= cos#
_u ¼ pþ ðq sinuþ r cosuÞ tan#
8>>>>>><
>>>>>>:
ð1Þ
where u, v and w are the velocities along ox,oy and oz axes of
the body-ﬁxed reference frames, respectively; nx, ny and nz are
acceleration coefﬁcients; p,q and r are roll, pitch and yaw rates,
respectively; u,# and w are roll, pitch and yaw angles, respec-
tively; h is altitude, and g gravitational acceleration. According
to Eq. (1) and the expression a= arctan(w/u), we obtain
_a ¼ qþ g sec bðnz cos a nx sin aÞ=V0  tanbðp cos aþ r
 sin aÞ þ g sec bðcos a cosu cos#þ sin a sin#Þ=V0 ð2Þ
where V0 ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
u2 þ v2 þ w2p . On the other hand, aerodynamic
moment is given by
_q ¼ M
Iy
þ Iz  Ix
Iy
prþ Ixz
Iy
ðr2  p2Þ ð3Þ
whereM is longitudinal aerodynamic moment; Ix, Iy and Iz are
roll, pitch and yaw moments of inertia, respectively; Ixz is
product moment of inertia.
The nonlinear inter-relations of aerodynamic force, aerody-
namic moments, control surface input and ﬂight mode can be
approximated by linear equations when the aircraft ﬂies at
low angle of attack. However, the linear approximation meth-
od does not work for high angle of attack, and we usually use
polynomial, spline function, over step response or other nonlin-
ear expressions to describe these nonlinear relations at high an-
gle of attack. Approximating Eqs. (2) and (3) by polynomial,
we get the following polynomial model of longitudinal motion:
_að1þCzqÞqþCz0þCzdedeþCzdcdcþ
Xna
k¼1
Ckzaa
kþCzabab ð4Þ
_q  Mz0 þMz _a _aþMzqqþMzdede þMzdcdc þ
Xnq
k¼1
Mkzaa
k þ fqðp; rÞ ð5Þwhere de is elevator deﬂection, and dc canard-wing deﬂection;
Cz and C
k
za are normal moment coefﬁcients; Mz and M
k
za are
pitching moment coefﬁcients and they are all constants for the
ﬁxed Mach number and altitude; fq(p,r) is a function of p and r.
To study by using phase plane technique, we differentiate
two sides of Eq. (4) to get
€a  ð1þ CzqÞ _qþ Czde _de þ Czdc _dc
þ _a
Xna
k¼1
kCkzaa
k1 þ Czabb
 !
ð6Þ
Substituting Eq. (5) into Eq. (6), we have
€að1þCzqÞMzqqþð1þCzqÞ
 Mz0þMz _a _aþMzdedeþMzdcdcþ
Xnq
k¼1
Mkzaa
kþdfqðp;rÞ
dt
 !
Czde
_de
þCzdc _dcþ _a
Xna
k¼1
kCkzaa
k1þCzabb
 !
ð7Þ
On the other hand, Eq. (4) leads to
ð1þ CzqÞq  _a Cz0 þ Czdede þ Czdcdc þ
Xna
k¼1
Ckzaa
k þ Czabab
 !
ð8Þ
which, together with Eq. (7), yields
€aMzq _aðCz0þCzdedeþCzdcdcþ
Xna
k¼1
Ckzaa
kþCzababÞ
" #
þð1þCzqÞ Mz0þMz _a _aþMzdedeþMzdcdcþ
Xnq
k¼1
Mkzaa
kþdfqðp;rÞ
dt
 !
þCzde _deþCzdc _dcþ _a
Xna
k¼1
kCkzaa
k1þCzabb
 !
¼ Mzqþð1þCzqÞMz _aþ
Xna
k¼1
kCkzaa
k1þCzabb
" #
_aþCzde _de
þð1þCzqÞ Mz0þMzdedeþMzdcdcþ
Xnq
k¼1
Mkzaa
kþdfqðp;rÞ
dt
 !
þCzdc _dcMzq Cz0þCzdedeþCzdcdcþ
Xna
k¼1
Ckzaa
kþCzabab
 !
ð9Þ
which can be written in the following normal form:
€a  fða; bÞ _aþ gða; b; p; rÞ ð10Þ
where
fða; bÞ ¼ Mzq þ ð1þ CzqÞMz _a þ
Xna
k¼1
kCkzaa
k1 þ Czabb
gða; b; p; rÞ ¼ ð1þ CzqÞ
Xnq
k¼1
Mkzaa
k þ dfqðp; rÞ
dt
 !

Mzq
Xna
k¼1
Ckzaa
k þ Czabab
 !
þ b
b ¼ ð1þ CzqÞðMz0 þMzdede þMzdcdcÞ þ Czde _deþ
Czdc
_dc MzqðCz0 þ Czdede þ CzdcdcÞ
8>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>:
ð11Þ
Here f(a, b) and g(a, b) are polynomials of a while b is indepen-
dent with a.
It should be noted that these lateral parameters are often ig-
nored by the identiﬁcation programs of model in longitudinal
Bifurcation analysis of polynomial models for longitudinal motion at high angle of attack 153ﬂight test because of the rich ﬂight experience and good skill of
the test pilot.
3. Motion analysis
Letting x ¼ a; y ¼ _a, we rewrite Eq. (10) as a system of two
ﬁrst-order equations:
_x ¼ y
_y ¼ fðxÞyþ gðxÞ
(
ð12Þ
where f(x)y+ g(x) is polynomial of degree n. Clearly Eq. (12)
is a Lienard system and it is well-known that Lienard system is
one of the most important mathematical models which can be
met in many constructions and applications. Also there has
been extensive literature dealing with this type of equations
from various approaches.14–20 However, even for the simple
Lienard system with f(x),g(x) polynomial, the problems of glo-
bal bifurcation and the number of limit cycles are still unsolved
(see Refs. 16,18).
In this section we shall work on the bifurcation problems
for Eq. (12) with f(x)y+ g(x) polynomial of degree 2 and 3,
respectively.
3.1. Quadratic polynomial system
Eq. (12) with degree 2 is generally written in the form as
follows:
_x ¼ y
_y ¼ ða1xþ a0Þyþ b2x2 þ b1xþ b0

ð13Þ
where a0 and b0 are bifurcation parameters; a1, b1 and b2 are
constants. There are three cases which need to be considered:
a1, b2 „ 0; a1 = 0, b2 „ 0; a1 „ 0, b2 = 0.
For case: a1, b2 „ 0, by the suitable translations, Eq. (13)
can be transformed into the following standard form:
_x ¼ y
_y ¼ l1 þ l2yþ ax2 þ bxy

ð14Þ
Taking l1 and l2 as bifurcation parameters, Guckenheimer
and Holmes17 gave the bifurcation diagram and phase por-
traits for Eq. (14).
For case a1 = 0, b2 „ 0, with the suitable transformation,
Eq. (13) can be written as
_x ¼ y
_y ¼ l1 þ l2yþ x2
(
ð15Þ
where l1 and l2 are bifurcation parameters. By the analysis of
stability and bifurcations, we obtain that saddle-nodes bifurca-
tion takes place on l1 = 0, and Hopf and Homoclinic bifurca-
tion on l1 < 0, l2 = 0.
Eq. (13) with a1 „ 0, b2 = 0 can be reduced to
_x ¼ y
_y ¼ ða1xþ a0Þyþ b1xþ b0
(
ð16Þ
Let l= a1b0/b1 + a0, then, a simple analysis of the local sta-
bility and Hopf bifurcation leads to the following results:1) If b1 > 0, the unique equilibrium of Eq. (16) is a saddle.
2) If b1 < 0, then the unique equilibrium of Eq. (16) is sta-
ble for l< 0 while unstable for l> 0, and Hopf bifur-
cation occurs on l= 0.
3) If b0 = b1 = 0, there is an equilibrium line, say y= 0.
3.2. Cubic polynomial system
The general form of Eq. (12) with degree 3 can be written in
_x ¼ y
_y ¼ ða2x2 þ a1xþ a0Þyþ ðb2x2 þ b1xþ b0Þx
(
ð17Þ
With suitable linear rescaling and reversal, for any a2, b2 „ 0,
the possible cases can be reduced to two: a1 = 1, b2 =±1.
We shall consequently take b2 = 1 and leave the other case
for discussion in forthcoming paper.
Let a2 = 1, b2 = 1, then Eq. (17) is reduced to
_x ¼ y
_y ¼ ðx2 þ a1xþ a0Þyþ ðx2 þ b1xþ b0Þx

ð18Þ
where a0, b0 are bifurcation parameters, and a1 and b1 are con-
stants. The local stability analysis, together with equilibrium
equations, yields the following result about the stability of
the equilibria of Eq. (18):
1) If b0 > b
2
1=4 or b0 = b1 = 0, then the unique equilibrium
(0, 0) is a saddle or degenerate saddle.
2) If b0 = 0 and b1 „ 0, then Eq. (18) has two equilibria:
x1; 0
 
is a saddle, while (0, 0) is a saddle-node point
for a0 „ 0 and a degenerate singularity for a0 = 0.
3) If b0 ¼ b21=4 and b1 „ 0, then Eq. (18) has two equilibria:
(0, 0) is a saddle, while x1; 0
 
is a saddle-node point for
a0– x1
 2  a1x1 and a degenerate singularity for
a0 ¼ x1
 2  a1x1.
4) If b0 < 0, then Eq. (18) has three equilibria: x1;2; 0
 
is a
saddle, while (0, 0) is a sink a0 < 0 and a source for a0 > 0.3.2.1. Hopf bifurcation
From the argument given above, it is possible that Hopf bifur-
cations as well as other kinds of bifurcation occur for
b0 < b
2
1=4, while there is no bifurcation for b0 > b
2
1=4. Hence,
to study the possible bifurcations of Eq. (18), we assume
b0 < b
2
1=4 holds. In addition, b0 becomes negative with a suit-
able translation. Therefore we shall discuss the possible bifur-
cations of Eq. (18) for b0 < 0 in the following text. Here
x1;2; 0
 
lies on the opposite side of the origin and so we sup-
pose x1 < 0 < x

2 without loss of generality. By the above argu-
ment of 4), the stability switch of (0, 0) suggests the possibility
of Hopf bifurcation on the line a0 = 0. Thus, applying the
Hopf bifurcation theory and the stability criterion,17 we obtain
that Eq. (18) with b0 < 0 undergoes Hopf bifurcation when
a0 = 0 and this bifurcation is supercritical (subcritical) for
b0 < a1b1 (b0 > a1b1).
3.2.2. Homoclinic (heteroclinic) bifurcation
Gucken and Hom showed inRef. 17 that Eq. (18) with
a1 = b1 = 0 possesses a homoclinic bifurcation. Hence we
are motivated to examine whether homoclinic bifurcation still
154 Z. Shi, L. Fantakes place when a1, b1 „ 0. In the following text we shall study
this bifurcation problem using the Melnikov method. Assum-
ing ai and bi (i= 0, 1) are all small, then with the rescaling
transformations
x ¼ ez1; y ¼ e2z2; s ¼ et; eP 0
and
a0 ¼ e2~a0; a1 ¼ e~a1; b0 ¼ e2 ~b0; b1 ¼ e~b1 ð19Þ
Eq. (18) becomes
dz1
ds
¼ z2
dz2
ds
¼ ðz21 þ ~a1z1 þ ~a0Þez2 þ ðz21 þ ~b1z1 þ ~b0Þz1
8><
>: ð20Þ
When small parameter eﬁ 0, Eq. (20) reduces to an integrable
Hamiltonian system
dz1
ds
¼ z2
dz2
ds
¼ ðz21 þ ~b1z1 þ ~b0Þz1
8><
>: ð21Þ
with Hamilton
Hðz1; z2Þ ¼ z
2
2
2
 z
4
1
4
 ~b1 z
3
1
3
 ~b0 z
2
1
2
ð22Þ
From the phase portraits of Eq. (21) given in Fig. 1, we can
see that this Hamiltonian system has a homoclinic orbit C0 for
~b1–0, while a symmetric heteroclinic orbit C0 for ~b1 ¼ 0.
Let z1; 0
 
be the saddle point near origin, then the level
curve corresponding to the homoclinic (heteroclinic) orbit C0
is given byFig. 1 Phase portraits of Eq. (21).Hðz1; z2Þ ¼ H ð23Þ
where
H ¼ H z1; 0
  ¼  z41
4
 ~b1 z
3
1
3
 ~b0 z
2
1
2

z
1
from which we express z2 as a function of z1 to get
z2 ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2
z41
4
þ ~b1 z
3
1
3
þ ~b0 z
2
1
2
þH
	 
s
ð24Þ
Therefore, we obtain the Melnikov function
Mð~a0Þ ¼
I
C0
z2 z21 þ ~a1z1 þ ~a0
 
dz1
¼
I
C0
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2
z41
4
þ ~b1 z
3
1
3
þ ~b0 z
2
1
2
þH
	 
s
 z21 þ ~a1z1 þ ~a0
 
dz1 ð25Þ
Then solving equation Mð~a0Þ ¼ 0 yields
~a0 ¼

R
C0
ðu2þ~a1z1Þ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
z4
1
4þ~b1
z3
1
3þ~b0
z2
1
2þH
q
dz1R
C0
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
z4
1
4þ~b1
z3
1
3þ~b0
z2
1
2þH
q
dz1
, kscð~a1; ~b1; ~b0Þ
ð26Þ
The bifurcation point, at which the homoclinic orbit is pre-
served for e> 0, is given approximately by Mð~a0Þ  0. It fol-
lows that homoclinic bifurcation occurs when ~a0 ¼ ksc þOðeÞ.
Taking ~b0 ¼ 1 which corresponds with b0 < 0, Eq. (19) is
equivalent to
a0 ¼ b0~a0; a1 ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
b0
p
~a1; b1 ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
b0
p
~b1 ð27Þ
Substituting Eq. (27) into Eq. (26), we obtain that Eq. (18)
with b0 < 0 has homoclinic (heteroclinic) orbit when
a0  ksc(a1,b1,b0)b0; moreover, this singular close orbit is
homoclinic for b1 „ 0 and heteroclinic for b1 = 0.
3.2.3. Double limit cycle bifurcation
It is well-known that the number of limit cycles has a deep rela-
tionship with zeros of Melnikov function, so we can use Melni-
kov method to study the double limit cycle bifurcation. It was
shown in Ref. 20 that Eq. (20) has one limit cycle at most and
does not have double limit cycle bifurcation for b1 = 0. Hence,
to study the possible double limit cycle bifurcation, we always
assume that b1 „ 0 (i.e. ~b1–0) holds. FromFig. 1, we can see that
the level curves H(z1,z2) = s contain compact components if
and only if s 2 [0,H*]. LetCs denote one of the closed orbit with-
in C0 with Hamiltonian H(z1, z2) = s, s 2 [0,H*], then the Mel-
nikov function is given as follows:
MðsÞ ¼
I
Cs
z2 z21 þ ~a1z1 þ ~a0
 
dz1
In view of the fact that it is hard to calculate the zero of
M(s) through the above expression directly for the difﬁculty
of integrating, we now resort to the Picard–Fuchs equations.
Letting
IiðsÞ ¼
I
Cs
zi1z2dz1; PðsÞ ¼
I1ðsÞ
I0ðsÞ ; QðsÞ ¼
I2ðsÞ
I0ðsÞ ð28Þ
then the zero of M(s) satisﬁes
~a0 þ ~a1PðsÞ QðsÞ ¼ 0 ð29Þ
Bifurcation analysis of polynomial models for longitudinal motion at high angle of attack 155Deﬁne the curve segment R in P–Q plane as
R ¼ fðP;QÞjP ¼ PðsÞ; Q ¼ QðsÞ; s 2 ½0;Hg
then from Eq. (29), one can see that R intersects the line
L ¼ fðP;QÞjQ ¼ ~a0 þ ~a1Pg exactly at the zero of M(s). It
was shown in Ref. 14 that the curve segment R is convex, which
means that the intersection points of L and R are no more than
two (see Fig. 2).
In Fig. 2, L0 and L
* stand for the tangent lines of R at s= 0
and s=H*, respectively. As the line Lmoves along Q-axis and
passes through the tangent point, the number of intersections,
namely the number of limit cycles, changes from 0 to 2, and
hence a double limit cycle bifurcation takes place. From the
tangent condition
~a0 þ ~a1PðsÞ QðsÞ ¼ 0
dQ
ds
¼ ~a1 dP
ds
8<
: ð30Þ
and the Picard–Fuchs equations14
_P ¼ a10 þ a11Pþ a12Q Pða00 þ a01Pþ a02QÞ
_Q ¼ a20 þ a21Pþ a22QQða00 þ a01Pþ a02QÞ
_s ¼ GðsÞ
8><
>: ð31Þ
where
a00 ¼ 12½108a3s2 þ ð10b4  61ab2cþ 63a2c2Þs c3ð2b2  9acÞ
a01 ¼ 2b½12aðb2 þ 3acÞsþ 7c2ð2b2  9acÞ
a02 ¼ 15a½12aðb2  3acÞsþ c2ð2b2  9acÞ
a10 ¼ 12b½12a2sþ cð2b2  9acÞs
a11 ¼ 24½72a3sþ ð7b4  34ab2cþ 18a2c2Þs
a12 ¼ 180abðb2  4acÞs
a20 ¼ 12½12aðb2  3acÞsþ c2ð2b2  9acÞs
a21 ¼ 24b½12a2s cð7b2  27acÞs
a22 ¼ 180a½12a2s cðb2  3acÞs
GðsÞ ¼ 12s½144a3s2 þ 12ðb4  6ab2cþ 6a2c2Þs c3ð2b2  9acÞ
a ¼ 1; b ¼ ~b1; c ¼ ~b0Fig. 2 Graphs of the line L and curve R.We obtain that the double limit cycle bifurcation occurs if
parameters ~ai; ~bi ði ¼ 0; 1Þ satisfy
~a0 ¼ QðsdÞ  ~a1PðsdÞ,kdð~a1; ~b0; ~b1Þ ð32Þ
where sd is the root of Eq. (33) on [0,H
*].
ð~a1a10  a20Þ þ ð~a1a11  a21  ~a1a00ÞPðsÞ
þ ð~a1a12  a22 þ a00ÞQðsÞ  ~a1a01P2ðsÞ þ a02Q2ðsÞ
þ ð~a1a02 þ a01ÞPðsÞQðsÞ ¼ 0 ð33Þ
Let ~b0 ¼ 1, then substituting Eq. (27) into Eq. (32), we see
that the double limit cycle bifurcation value in term of the ori-
ginal system Eq. (18) is given by a0  kd (a1,b1,b0)b0.
Moreover, using Picard–Fuchs equations and Eq. (30) to
analyze the existence of double limit cycle bifurcation, we
can show that a double limit cycle bifurcation takes place when
bd < b0 < a1b1, where bd is determined by
~a0 þ ~a1PðHÞ QðHÞ ¼ 0
~a1 ¼ PðH
Þ  z1
QðHÞ þ ~b1z1  1
8><
>: ð34Þ
and Eq. (27).
For Eq. (18) with b0<0 and ai, bi (i= 0, 1) being small, the
above analysis gives the following results:
1) There is no double limit cycle bifurcation when a1b1 6 0.
2) A double limit cycle bifurcation occurs on curve
a0   kd(a1,b1,b0)b0 when a1b1 > 0 and bd <
b0 < a1b1. Here kd(a1,b1,b0) and bd are given by Eq.
(32), Eq. (34) and Eq. (27).
3.2.4. Global structure and bifurcation diagrams
Taking a0 and b0 as bifurcation parameters, we summarize the
bifurcation analysis given above to get the following bifurca-
tion curves of Eq. (18) with b0 6 0.
Hopf bifurcation curve Bh:
a0 ¼ 0
Homoclinic (Heteroclinic) bifurcation curve Bsc:
a0  kscða1; b1; b0Þb0
Double limit cycle bifurcation curve Bd:
a0  kdða1; b1; b0Þb0
Transcritical bifurcation curve Bt:
b0 ¼ 0
These bifurcation curves divide the parameter plane into sev-
eral regions and the phase portraits of Eq. (18) vary with differ-
ent regions (see Figs. 3 and 4): no limit cycle in region I and V;
two limit cycles in region II and a repellor encircling an attrac-
tor; one limit cycle in region III or IV, stable in region III while
unstable in region IV; Hopf, homoclinic (heteroclinic) and dou-
ble limit bifurcations occur on Bh,Bsc and Bd, respectively.
4. Examples and numerical analysis
To illustrate our analytical representation of the longitudinal
dynamics, an actualmodel ofChinese aircraft namedF-8 II at high
angle of attack is given to further investigate the analyzingmethods
Fig. 3 Bifurcation diagrams of Eq. (18) for b0 6 0.
Fig. 4 Phase portraits of Eq. (18) for b0 6 0.
156 Z. Shi, L. Fanof stability and bifurcations. The basic parameters of this aircraft
are given as follows. Length, 21.52 m; height, 5.41 m; wing area,
42.2 m2; operating altitude, 20000 m; wing span 9.344 m; empty
weight, 9820 kg; normal take-off weight, 14300 kg; maximum
take-off weight, 17800 kg; speed, 2.2Ma(2336.4 km/h); radius of
action, 800 km; take-off distance, 670 m; landing distance,
1000 m. Based on the aerodynamic structure and parameters ob-
tained by longitudinal maneuver ﬂight data and the efﬁcient
identiﬁcation method of model structure, the longitudinal mo-
tion of the aircraft is described by the following equations:
_a ¼ ð1þ CzqÞqþ Cz0 þ
X3
k¼1
Ckzaa
k þ Czabab
 !
þ Czdede
¼ 0:98471492754086qþ 0:08691763804 0:3504260784a
 0:00996132996307a2 þ 0:000683555761819a3
 0:03768490060652de_q ¼Mzqðqþ _aÞ þMzdede þ
X3
k¼1
Mkzaa
k þMz0 þ fqðp; rÞ
¼ 0:43379543105980ðqþ _aÞ þ 2:032347041
 8:21732823573954a 0:13571798007977a2
þ 0:00801903617531a3  4:67496672860152de
Then, using the method given in Section 2, we obtain
€a ¼ 0:98471492754086 _q ð0:3504260784þ 2
 0:009961329963a 3 0:00068355576a2Þ _a
 0:03768490060652 _de
¼ 0:98471492754086½0:4337954310598ðqþ _aÞ
þ 2:032347041 8:2173282357395a
 0:13571798007977a2 þ 0:00801903617531a3
 4:67496672860152de  ð0:3504260784þ 2
 0:009961329963a 3 0:00068355576a2Þ _a
 0:03768490060652 _de
¼ 0:98471492754086ð2:032347041 8:21732823573954a
 0:13571798007977a2 þ 0:00801903617531a3
 4:6749667286015deÞ  0:43379543105980
 ð0:08691763804þ 0:3504260784a
þ 0:00996132996307a2  0:000683555761819a3
þ 0:03768490060652deÞ  ð0:3504260784
þ 1:98471492754086 0:43379543105980þ 2
 0:00996132996a 3 0:0006835557618a2Þ _a
 0:03768490060652 _de
Simplifying this equation yields
€a ¼ 2:038986943 8:243739010a 0:1379647003a2
þ 0:008192987992a3  ð1:211386346
þ 0:01992265993a 0:002050667285a2Þ _a
 0:03768490060652 _de  4:619857062de ð35Þ
Letting x ¼ a and y ¼ _a, Eq. (35) can be written as
_x ¼ y
_y ¼ ðag0 þ ag1xþ ag2x2Þy
þðbg0 þ bg1xþ bg2x2 þ bg3x3Þ þ c1de þ c2 _de
8><
>: ð36Þ
where de and _de are variables, and the values of other coefﬁ-
cients are given as follows:
ag0 ¼ 1:211386346; ag1 ¼ 0:01992265993
ag2 ¼ 0:002050667285
bg0 ¼ 2:038986943; bg1 ¼ 8:243739010;
bg2 ¼ 0:1379647003; bg3 ¼ 0:008192987992
c1 ¼ 4:619857062; c2 ¼ 0:03768490060652
8>>><
>>>:
ð37Þ
Setting d ¼ c1de þ c2 _de and choosing d as bifurcation parame-
ter, now we discuss the dynamics of Eq. (36). From the equa-
tions of equilibrium
y ¼ 0
gðxÞ, ¼ bg3x3 þ bg2x2 þ bg1xþ bg0 þ d ¼ 0

Fig. 5 Graph of g0(x).
Fig. 7 Phase portraits of Eq. (36).
Fig. 6 Bifurcation diagram of Eq. (36).
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the roots of g(x) = 0. Let g0(x) = bg3x
3 + bg2x
2 + bg1 x+ bg0,
then curve y= g0(x) intersects line y= d exactly at the root of
g(x) = 0 (see Fig. 5).
Denote x1 and x2 as the maximum and minimum points of
g0(x), then from Fig. 5 we have the following results:
1) If d> g0(x1) or d< g0(x2), then the curve of
y= g0(x) intersects line y= d at only one point, i.e.,
Eq. (36) has one equilibrium.
2) If g0(x2) < d< g0(x1), the curve of y= g0(x) inter-
sects line y= d at three points, i.e., Eq. (36) has three
equilibria.
3) Eq. (36) undergoes saddle-node bifurcations when
d= g0(x1) or g0(x2).
Here the values of g0(x1) and g0(x2) can be calculated with
Eq. (37), that is
g0ðx1Þ ¼ 68:028390; g0ðx2Þ ¼ 162:292455
Therefore the saddle-node bifurcation values of elevator
deﬂection de are 14.725215 and 35.129324.
Note bg3 > 0, then with the transformation of coordinate,
Eq. (36) can be changed to Eq. (17). Hence from the discussion
of Section 3, we know that the unique equilibrium is a saddle if
Eq. (36) has only one equilibrium, while the case that there are
three equilibria is more complicated since the bifurcations here
are more varied, involving Hopf, homoclinic bifurcations and
the coalescence of closed orbits. The formulas of bifurcation
given in Section 3 and the suitable transformations lead to
the bifurcation diagram (see Fig. 6) and associate phase por-
traits (see Fig. 7) of Eq. (36).
In Fig. 6, Bh and Bsc are Hopf and homoclinic (heteroclinic)
bifurcation curves respectively; line L1 (d= 68.028390) and
L2 (d= 162.292455) are saddle-node bifurcation sets. Eq.
(36) has unique equilibrium for parameters on the left of L1
and the right of L2. Curves Bh and Bsc divide the region be-
tween L1 and L2 into several parts and the phase portraits in
different parts are given in Fig. 7. On the other hand, param-
eters a0, d here satisfy
a0ðdÞ ¼ ag2ðxÞ2 þ ag1x þ ag0
where x* is the middle root of g(x) = 0.From Fig. 6, we see that the whole curve of a0(d) falls into
the region III, which show that the phase portrait for any
d 2 (g0(x2), g0(x1)) is the same as region III in Fig. 7. For
de = 0, 5 and _de ¼ 0, the numerical solutions of Eq. (36)
are given in Fig. 8, which illustrate our analysis results given
above.
According to the above analysis, we can obtain that the
ﬂight system (36) has one unstable equilibrium when elevator
deﬂection de lies outside the interval of [35.129324,
14.725215] while three equilibria (one stable and the other
two unstable) when de lies in it. However, the value of de in ac-
tual ﬂight is quite possibly bigger than 14.725215, so it is
important to control de to ensure the stability of ﬂight. In addi-
tion, the non-existence of limit cycle means that the ﬂight sys-
tem (36) has no longitudinal vibration.
In actual ﬂight, to guarantee stability within a bigger ﬂight
envelope, it is generally expected that the equilibrium has a lar-
ger stability region in which the orbits all tend to this equilib-
rium. As a consequence, we further discuss the relations
between the asymptotic stability region of Eq. (36) and eleva-
tor deﬂection de.
For de = 0, the phase portrait in Fig. 9 shows that the
equilibrium x0; 0
  ¼ ð0:246339; 0Þ is locally stable while the
others, x1; 0
  ¼ ð24:553358; 0Þ and x2; 0  ¼ ð41:14638
4514; 0Þ are all saddles. Denote the orbits starting from the
saddle xi ; 0
 
as W1ui; W
2
ui (unstable manifolds) and the orbits
inclining to xi ; 0
 
as W1si; W
2
si (stable manifolds), then these
special orbits divide the x–y plane into several regions S1,
U2–U5.
From Fig. 9, we can easily see that only the orbits within
region S1 converge to equilibrium while orbits in other regions
(U2–U5) spread in different directions. This result can also be
Fig. 8 Numerical solutions of Eq. (36).
Fig. 9 Stability regions of Eq. (36) with de = 0.
Fig. 10 Numerical simulations of the orbits in different regions
when de = 0.
158 Z. Shi, L. Fanillustrated by numerical simulations of the orbits (s1, u1–u5) in
different regions given in Fig. 10.
In addition, Fig. 11 depicts the change of stability region S1
with elevator deﬂection de.With the analysis of the vector ﬁelds and some numerical
simulations, we have the following conclusions about stability
region S1:
1) The boundary of S1 is constituted by the stable mani-
folds W 1s1; W
2
s1 in Fig. 11(a) while W
1
s1; W
2
s1; W
1
s2; W
2
s2
in Fig. 11(b).
2) Stability region S1 expands with the decrease of de when
de > 2.16458 (see Fig. 11(a)). There is an orbit joining
two saddles when de = 2.16458, then after this orbit
breaks down, the phase portrait changes to Fig. 11(b)
for de < 2.16458 in which the area of S1 is uncertain
because the upper and lower border curve all move
downwards as de decreases.
Fig. 11 Changes of stability region S1 with elevator deﬂection
de.
Bifurcation analysis of polynomial models for longitudinal motion at high angle of attack 1593) Region S1 is not closed because there is no hemoclinic
bifurcation for system (36).
The method presented in this paper can be directly used for
the analysis of nonlinear aircraft dynamic when a< 50.
5. Conclusions
1) Approximating aerodynamic force and aerodynamic
moments by polynomials, a general expression given by
ordinary differential equations is presented to describe
longitudinal motion at high angle of attack. This polyno-
mialmodel can be used to study analytically the nonlinear
dynamics of the aircraft ﬂight when a< 50.
2) Analytical and global analyses of equilibria and bifurca-
tions of the polynomial differential systems are provided
to obtain the results and formulae for many kinds of
bifurcations, such as Hopf, homoclinic and double limit
cycle bifurcations.3) By using the analytical method and formulae, the stabil-
ity and bifurcations of an actual ﬂight model are studied.
The results are in an agreement with real ﬂight test.
4) The model and analytical bifurcation results presented
here can be used to describe and predict the longitudinal
dynamic behavior and nonlinear phenomena in the
situation of longitudinal stall when a< 50. Moreover,
they also offer a theoretical basis for the control policy
setting. However they are not valid for the strong-
coupling ﬂight system as well as the ﬂexible aircraft
aerodynamics which is generally expressed by the partial
differential equations.Acknowledgment
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